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Perry Way 
Foods, LLC 10-Mar-23 

HATS Category II – Truck Unloading 
 
On 03/10/2023 at 0855 hours, while observing truck unloading on the dock, I observed a truck driver use 
the rattle paddle excessively.    
 
I was standing in pen “Bay D” while observing a truck driver unload a trailer of sows.  The driver had just 
begun unloading sows from the backmost compartment of the trailer, also known as the “tail.”  Instead of 
exiting the trailer, most of the sows were facing away from the entrance and were congregating against the 
opposite wall of the compartment.  The driver was attempting to get the sows to turn around with a rattle 
paddle, but they were not moving and were huddled together.  Eventually, the group of sows began turning 
around and started exiting the trailer.  As the group of sows began moving in the compartment, several of 
them pushed the driver’s lower body against the wall of the trailer and a few sows ran into his legs as they 
were moving past him.  The driver was not knocked over and remained standing.  I then observed the driver 
strike multiple sows on their backs with excessive force.  Between each strike he would bring the paddle 
above his shoulders and down onto the back of random sows in rapid succession.  I began repeatedly calling 
the trucker’s name to get his attention to tell him to stop.  He did not appear to hear me immediately.  After 
5-10 seconds the sows dispersed, and the trucker stopped using the paddle.     
 
I informed Barn Lead REDACTED that I would be issuing a noncompliance report for the driver’s excessive 
rattle paddle usage.  REDACTED spoke to the driver.  I observed the driver unload the remaining sows from 
the trailer and no further issues were identified.  I later spoke to Plant Manager REDACTED who said they 
would speak to the driver and consider other actions to prevent the behavior from reoccurring. 

 


